Context. Observations indicate that the fraction of potential binary star clusters in the Magellanic Clouds is about 10%. In contrast, it is widely accepted that the binary cluster frequency in the Galaxy disk is much lower. Aims. Here we investigate the multiplicity of clusters in the Milky Way disk to either confirm or disprove this dearth of binaries.
Introduction
In a little known paper, Rozhavskii et al. (1976) claimed that the fraction of multiple systems among open clusters in the Milky Way was roughly 20%. This largely neglected result was obtained before any research was undertaken to assess the importance of cluster binarity in the Magellanic Clouds. The firsts of such studies (LMC, Bhatia & Hatzidimitriou 1988; SMC, Hatzidimitriou & Bhatia 1990 ) inferred that the fraction of star clusters in pairs was nearly 10%. Slightly higher values, 12%, were found by Pietrzyński & Udalski (2000) . These results were later confirmed by a more rigorous, extensive work completed by Dieball et al. (2002) . In contrast, and for the Galaxy, the only widely accepted double or binary cluster system is the h + χ Persei pair (NGC 869/NGC 884), although the actual physical separation between the pair members is >200 pc (see, e.g., de la Fuente Marcos & de la Fuente Marcos 2009). Nevertheless, Subramaniam et al. (1995) were able to identify a number of additional candidates, concluding that about 8% of open clusters may be actual binaries, challenging the traditional view. In spite of this result, it is still emphasized (see, e.g., Dieball & Grebel 1998; Bekki et al. 2004 ) that the number of cluster pairs in the Milky Way is small compared to that in the Clouds. This is usually interpreted as supporting evidence for the higher formation efficiency of bound stellar groups in the Clouds. In all these studies, projected, not three-dimensional, distances were used.
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In reality, star clusters which have small angular separations are not necessarily physically associated. In most cases, they happen by chance to lie nearly along the same line of sight; they are merely 'optical doubles'. This is to be expected, as clusters are born in complexes (Efremov 1978) which are observed in projection, with some objects formed along shock fronts induced by supernovae. These complexes may also be inclined with respect to the galaxy disk (e.g. the Gould Belt) and this fact is customarily neglected in Magellanic Cloud studies. In this context and without information on three-dimensional separations, misidentification of large numbers of double clusters as binaries is, statistically speaking, highly likely. These preliminary considerations pose some obvious questions; if 3-D data are used, is there a real scarcity of binary clusters in our Galaxy with respect to the Magellanic Clouds? How similar are their binary cluster fractions? and their pair separation distributions? Here we attempt to provide statistically robust answers to these and other questions regarding the multiplicity of open clusters. This Letter is organized as follows: in Section 2, we discuss possible formation channels for binary/double clusters. In Section 3, we provide a quantitative analysis of the Galactic binary cluster frequency using samples of open clusters. Individual candidates are considered in Section 4. Results are discussed and conclusions summarized in Section 5.
Double or binary: formation channels
Pairs, triplets or higher multiplicity star clusters may form as a result of a number of processes: a) Simultaneous formation. Open cluster binaries formed inside a star complex and out of the same molecular cloud are expected to share a common space velocity, but also have very similar ages and chemical composition. They may also be the final products of multiple mergers of smaller clusters. Coformation scenarios have been suggested by Fujimoto & Kumai (1997) and Bekki et al. (2004) . Objects formed are genetic pairs and therefore true binaries if bound. b) Sequential formation. In this scenario, stellar winds or supernova shocks generated by one cluster induce the collapse of a nearby cloud, triggering the formation of a companion cluster (see, e.g., Brown et al. 1995; Goodwin 1997) . A finite but relatively small age difference should be observed. Postsupernova metal contamination may produce different metallicity. If the companion is born out of the same cloudlet forming the originator cluster, common kinematics is expected; if the shocked cloud is unrelated, the kinematics may be different. Pairs formed may be binaries or not. c) Tidal capture. Open cluster binaries formed by tidal capture must share a common space velocity, but their ages and chemical composition are expected to be rather different. Details of the actual mechanism are discussed in, e.g., van den Bergh (1996) . Even if they are true binaries, they are not primordial. e) Resonant trapping. Dehnen (1998) pointed out that orbital resonances may be responsible for most stellar moving groups present in the solar neighbourhood. This idea was further explored by De Simone et al. (2004) , Quillen & Minchev (2005) , Famaey et al. (2005) and Chakrabarty (2007) for the case of resonances induced by the Galactic bar and spiral structure. Extrapolating this scenario to entire clusters, we may have formation of double or multiple clusters as a result of resonances of the non-axisymmetric component of the Galactic potential. Cluster pairs must share a common kinematics with rather different ages and metallicities. However, they are not true binaries but pseudo-binaries, transient pairs or multiples. Tidal capture may operate within resonant trapping regions. f) Optical doubles: hyperbolic encounters. As in the stellar case, optical doubles are not physical binaries. Although they occupy a limited volume of space (following our criterion, see below, one sphere of radius 15 pc), they do not share common kinematics, but they may have similar ages and metallicities, especially if they are young and belong in the same star complex. Given their small separation, they may well be undergoing some type of close, even disruptive, gravitational encounter.
Double or binary? the data and the evidence
In this section we describe the databases and the classification scheme used. The basic criterion used in our preliminary selection is purely dynamical: the pair physical (not projected) separation must be less than three times the average value of the tidal radius for clusters in the Milky Way disk (10 pc, Binney & Tremaine 2008) . Following Innanen et al. (1972) , for two clusters separated by a distance larger than three times the outer radius of each cluster, the amount of mutual disruption is negligible. On the other hand, general open cluster samples are biased against older clusters because they contain less luminous stars. If any reliable conclusions on the open cluster binary frequency have to be obtained, a complete sample must be used. Completeness of general open cluster samples has been customarily approached assuming uniform surface density in the solar neighborhood (Battinelli & Capuzzo-Dolcetta 1989 , 1991 . Piskunov et al. (2006) have concluded that, assuming uniform density, the completeness limit for clusters of any age could be 0.85 kpc. In the following, we consider this group of clusters, forming a volume limited sample, as the best sample.
WEBDA . Table 1 ). Therefore and for the general sample, the fraction of candidate clusters involved in some type of close range dynamical interaction is 6.2%. If we restrict the analysis to the best sample, 281 objects are included with 39,340 pairs. Out of this best sample, the number of pairs with separation ≤ 30 pc is 19 or 12.4%. Hence, and based only on spatial considerations (as in Magellanic Clouds studies), our best value for the fraction of multiple clusters in the Galactic disk is comparable to that in the Clouds. Most of these cluster pairs have proper motions in WEBDA, with a smaller number also having radial velocities. A very small percentage of open clusters in pairs have known metallicity.
NCOVOCC. The New Catalogue of Optically Visible Open Clusters and Candidates
2 (NCOVOCC, Dias et al. 2002 ) is also widely used in open cluster studies. The February 2009 version (v2.10, Dias 2009 ) of NCOVOCC includes 1787 clusters and 982 of these (54.9%) have known distances and ages, generating 481,671 pairs. After performing the same type of analysis that we did on WEBDA data, we obtain the following values for the binary fractions: 5.3% and 11.4%. Now we have a total of 27 pairs with 14 in the best sample (see Table 2 ).
The values obtained for the binary fraction of a sample of open clusters in the solar neighbourhood using WEBDA and NCOVOCC are statistically consistent and they include the effect of presumed triple systems. Our best value for the open cluster binary fraction in the solar neighbourhood (complete sample) and, therefore in the Galactic disk, is ∼12%. This value matches that of the Magellanic Clouds. If results from both databases are combined, the fraction of possible binary clusters is nearly 15%. The number of pairs common to WEBDA and NCOVOCC is 18 (ASCC 16 ≡ Briceño 1 and ASCC 50 ≡ Alessi 43) with an additional 3 clusters in common but assigned to different companions. Evidence for systems with a multiplicity higher than 2 is weak, with a few possible triple or even quadruple systems. The average distances between clusters in the best sample for WEBDA and NCOVOCC are 765.1±1.8 pc and 754±2 pc, respectively. Our list in Table 1 has only two pairs (#2 & #27) in common with Subramaniam et al. (1995) ; Table 2 shares only 1 pair (#21). Table 1 shows an apparent peak at 10 pc (see Fig. 1 ). Similar peaks are observed for the LMC (∼6 pc) and the SMC (∼11 pc) but not in Subramaniam et al. (1995) for open clusters or in NCOVOCC data. In spite of the low number of cluster pairs, the peak seems to be statistically robust as it appears for both the general and best samples. On the other hand, the age of a given cluster pair or multiple system is the age of its youngest member. If we represent the age difference between clusters in a pair as a function of the age of the pair (see Fig. 2 ), we observe that the vast majority, except three, of almost coeval pairs (age difference <80 Myr) are younger than 25 Myr. This implies that primordial pairs do not survive for long and is consistent with similar findings for the LMC and the SMC (Hatzidimitriou & Bhatia 1990) . If the unusual pair #31 is neglected, no primordial pairs older than 300 Myr exist in the disk, which is also consistent with theoretical expectations discussed in Innanen et al. (1972) . Either way, the number of candidate binary clusters among young ones in the best sample is almost 7 times larger than for the general age group. An unexpected age gap is observed for the age range 25-70 Myr. This could be the result of orbit expansion (and subsequent pair destruction) due to mass loss, as observed in N-body simulations by Portegies Zwart & Rusli (2007) , but also of early cluster disruption after gas expulsion (Hills 1980 ). If we further analyze the cluster pairs in these two clearly distinct age ranges (≤25 Myr and >70 Myr), we observe some obvious trends (see Fig. 3 ). The vast majority of primordial pairs appear to have separations in the range 20-30 pc. Most cluster pairs with separations <20 pc appear to be old and/or non-primordial and they may have formed by resonant trapping. Notable exceptions are pair #3 (perhaps part of a primordial triple, see below), pair #7 (a likely long-lived binary) and pair #31 (another long-lived binary, if real). Older pairs appear to exhibit two disparate groupings: all pairs with separation <20 pc have age differences <400 Myr or two galactic rotations at the Solar Circle. Wider pairs show random age differences. This may well be a characteristic time scale for disruption of close transient pairs formed by resonant trapping. 
Candidates
In Tables 1 and 2 we compile a preliminary list of candidate binary open clusters from WEBDA (34 pairs) and NCOVOCC (27 pairs), respectively. In these tables, pairs are sorted in order of increasing heliocentric distance; the horizontal line separates clusters in the complete or best sample. Clusters in both databases appear in boldface.
i) Binary open clusters. In order to classify a pair as binary we restrict the age difference to ≤ 50 Myr and having similar kinematics. In WEBDA, clear candidates are pairs #6, #7, #18, #30, and #34. All of them have similar ages, radial velocity and proper motions. Pair #7 (Loden 1171/Loden 1194) is interesting as the clusters appear to have been able to survive as a bound pair for more than one entire orbit around the Galactic centre. Additional possible binaries with not enough kinematic information are pairs #19, #27 and #30. The unstudied pair Carraro 1/Loden 165 is rather peculiar as both objects have intermediate age. Assuming that they are real clusters, it is hard to understand how they have been able to survive as a pair for such a long period of time; they may well be a resonant pair or a close encounter. Another obvious primordial binary is the NCOVOCC pair #24 (Bica 1/Bica 2), which is coeval, has similar proper motion and with a separation of only 3 pc.
ii) Triple open clusters. The system NGC 1981/NGC 1976/Collinder 70 (#2 and #3) appears to be a bona fide triple candidate using WEBDA data. These three clusters may constitute a hierarchical triple system with the inner pair being NGC 1981/NGC 1976 with Collinder 70 orbiting around them. NCOVOCC indicates that the triple may be NGC 1976/σ Ori/Collinder 70 (#3 and #4). If we consider both databases simultaneously, the system may well be a quadruple cluster. WEBDA pairs #8/#9 and #10/#12 cannot be primordial triples but perhaps transient pseudo-triples.
iii) Tidal capture/resonant trapping. Using the available information, it is currently impossible to distinguish pairs formed by tidal capture from those resulting from resonant trapping. On the other hand, tidal capture via three-body encounters within resonant trapping regions is also a possibility and resonant trapping may be a first step towards tidal capture. WEBDA pairs to be included in this group are #5, #8, #9, #10 or #12.
iv) Hyperbolic encounters. In this group we include those pairs that are physically close but with disparate kinematics. Clear examples in WEBDA are pairs #4, #20, #23 or #32. Pair #1 is regarded as controversial: the member objects may not be true clusters. The same concern applies to many other ASCC candidates.
Discussion and conclusions
In this Letter, we have shown that binary open clusters appear to constitute a statistically significant sample and that the fraction of possible binary clusters in the Galactic disk is comparable to that in the Magellanic Clouds. The spatial proximity of two almost coeval open clusters, compared to the large distances which typically separate these objects, suggests that both objects were formed together. In star-forming complexes, one star cluster might capture another to form a bound state in the presence of a third body or of energy dissipation. This mechanism may also be at work within orbital resonances for non-coeval clusters. However, nearly 40% of candidate binary clusters that exist in the Milky Way may have been formed in a bound state. Only a small fraction of them, ∼17%, can survive as pairs for more than 25 Myr. Our data indicates that binary clusters appear to form both simultaneously and sequentially; multiple clusters form only sequentially. The bimodal nature of the distribution of separations suggests that two formation mechanisms are at work: coformation and resonant trapping.
How reliable are our present results? Unfortunately, they are affected by the inherent errors associated with the determination of open cluster parameters. The current status of the accuracy of open cluster data has been reviewed by Paunzen & Netopil (2006) . There, they concluded that distances are rather well known because for about 80% of 395 of the best studied objects, the absolute error is < 20%. For cluster ages, the situation is the opposite: only 11% of the best studied objects have errors <20% and 30% have absolute errors > 50%. Accordingly, we may assume that our conclusions based on distances are probably quite robust but those based on ages may not be as reliable. However, they are probably more reliable than those obtained using Magellanic Clouds data. A Monte Carlo simulation of 100,000 artificial data sets using original WEBDA data altered by errors of 10%, 20%, and 30% in both distance and cluster centre determination gives average binary fractions of 10±2%, 9±2%, and 8±2%, respectively, where the error quoted is the standard deviation. The binary fraction decreases, as expected, but not dramatically. It is therefore statistically safe to conclude that the open cluster binary fraction is very likely at least 10%. 
